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Introduction

The knowledge on heat transfer conditions during cooling of vegetables and fruits is necessary for the
design of the cold storage chamber

•

measurement of the flow resistance in packed bed of vegetables or fruits is not very
difficult

•

measurement of the heat transfer coefficient may be thought as a challenge in most
cases due to very complicated geometry of the bed elements.

•

it is impossible to apply the simplest direct methods of the measurement of the heat
transfer coefficient that are based on the direct measurement of the temperature of the
vegetables, gas temperature distribution as well as heat flux density.
An indirect method must be applied

•

Methodology of heat transfer coefficient
measurement
The measurement in the single blow method is to record the time variability of gas
temperature profile directly at the inlet and outlet of the tested packed bed which is caused
by switching the heating section on or off is of key importance for the discussed method.

The following conditions need to be met before the measurement:
• gas flow is steady state (constant velocity);
• the temperature in the measurement section is constant and equal in the axial and radial
directions

The accuracy of determining of heat transfer coefficient using the single blow
method can be improved by extending the Anzelius model:
• the leap of the inlet temperature of the fluid occurs not immediately;
• heat conductivity in the solid body occurs not only in the axial direction but
also in the radial direction;
• the external wall of the packed bed (packed bed) is not adiabatic;
consequently there is a radial temperature gradient in the packed bed;
• pressure drop of the fluid flowing through the packed bed (packed bed)
causes change of its temperature due to Joule-Thomson effect;
• the distribution of fluid velocity in the axial direction is heterogeneous due
to disturbances of gas flow occurring at the elements of the packed bed
(packed bed).

Testing stand

1 – flow rectifier;
2 – air flow rate and
temperature sensors;
3 - electric air heater;
4 – confusor/diffuser;
5 – thermocouples net at
the tested bed inlet;
6 – moisture sensors;
7 – pressure gauges;
8 – tested packed bed of
vegetables;
9 – thermocouples net at
the tested bed outlet;
10 –exhaust fan

The test stand consists of three parts:
•
the inlet section with an electrical heater;
•
the measurement section with the tested packed bed of vegetables;
•
an exhaust fan with a diffuser.

Testing stand

1- tested packed bed;
2- thermocouples net at the bed inlet;
3 - thermocouples net at the bed outlet;
4- pressure gauges;
5- air moisture sensors

The following basic parameters are
measured on the test stand:

Schematic of the test section

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

air temperature at the tunnel inlet;
air temperature at the tested bed inlet
air temperature at the tested bed outlet
static pressure drop at the tested bed;
dynamic pressure at the tunnel inlet;
air humidity at the channel inlet and outlet
electric heater on/off signal.

The packed Bed of Chinese cabbage prepared for insertion to the test channel

Parameters of the tested bed of Chinese cabbage

Results
On the basis of the obtained experimental results the following correlation describing heat
transfer in packed bed of Chinese cabbage may be proposed

Nu = 0.374 Re 0.934 Pr 0.33
Results of heat transfer measurements

Results

Comparison of measured Nusselt number Nu with proposed correlation

Summary

The methodology of the measurement of heat transfer coefficients for packed bed
composed of the vegetables is proposed.
The reported measurements were carried out for the case of Chinese cabbage.
It is necessary to emphasize the necessity to develop an indirect method of
measurement of the heat transfer coefficient by means of single blow technique.
The current results involve the modification of this method proposed by Liang and
Yang (1975). The authors believe that the proposed methodology proved to be
useful and produced reliable values of coefficients given in proposed correlation
for the tested packed bed of Chinese cabbage.
Further development of the proposed methodology may be proposed for the case
of the other vegetables.

